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Out, Out, Darned Happiness

If you're like me and frequently wonder what the most popular class at Harvard is and

guess it must be law, economics, or something of that ilk, you would be wrong. The most popular

class at Harvard is "Positive Psychology." Those crazy Harvard kids are learning to be happy.

If this happiness idea catches on, we may be in for a phenomenon bigger than the South

Beach, Atkins and grapefruit diets combined. Imagine no more road rage, or at least a charming

smile as a driver cuts you off at 70 miles per hour . ~---
,; . Acrimonious bipartisan politics go the way of the dinosaur. Senate hearings consist of

friendly verbal jousting. Everyone's invited to the pan-Coogressional barbeque on the Capitol steps

with Senator Kennedy ladling out New England clam chowder to Republicans and Democrats

alike. Senator Specter, the embodiment of bonhomie, announces that he's in charge of soups, but

cheerfully yields the chowder floor to the capable senator from Massachusetts.

The New r ork Times weeps for joy at the election of yet another conservative president. A

smoker in an elevator asks for permission to light up and fellow passengers reply, "Dh please do."

A thug relieving you of your wallet asks, "May I intrude upon your personal space with a

minimum of violence?" as you wink and suggest he make the extra effort to check the secret

compartment with the hidden $100 bill. You call hjrn sweetheart and apologize profusely as your
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knee invades his groin.

But there is an evil underbelly to this happiness thing that the Harvard boys would be wise

to ponder.

It has been proved that happy people are healthier than their unhealthy counterparts. This

great country's economic soundness depends to a large extent on the disease industry, with its

satellite businesses of pharmaceuticals, hospitals and clinics and their thousands of personnel, and

even the auto industry which manufactures ambulances and hearses. Lawyers will suffer from lack
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of malpractice claims. People will cease to purchase insurance, preferring to use their money for

things that make them happy, and therefore healthy. And the funeral industry. I don't even want to

speculate on the deadly misfortunes awaiting undertakers. Consider its concomitant, the flower

providers. And gravediggers. Cemetery caretakers. Crematoriums. Not to mention an entire race of

hypochondriacs.

And what about the recreational drug industry? Happiness fired by individual mental

p,ower alone cannot help but affect a worldwide illegal but profitable demand for the

1 ,---J'~'"--" pharmaceuticals that produce the artificial thing. There will be some mighty annoyed farmers in

South America. How are they to achieve happiness? Do they not have the same right as we

Americans do? It would behoove the great brains at Harvard to establish an outreach program for

those unfortunates displaced by positive psychology, a wolf in sheep's clothing if ever there was

one.

This happiness business saddens me.
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